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1

Introduction

Genome sequencing eﬀorts for Homo sapiens and other model organisms, which will be completed in
a few years or have been completed, have opened the post-genomic age where the function of genes
should be explored. The coding regions of genes on the genome sequences are identiﬁed or predicted
by comparison with cDNA sequences and by ab initio methods.
However, each gene often has several gene transcripts (mRNAs). Thus, it is helpful or might
be necessary to know the transcription multiplicity and alternative transcripts of each gene before
one proceeds to the detailed study of the gene, because alternative transcripts from a gene (locus)
can provoke diﬀerent biological functions. Besides, the transcript-oriented classiﬁcation of fragmental
cDNA sequences, which are usually accompanied by expression-related information (as in dbEST
of GenBank), could supply us with the additional expression information of each transcripts (tissue,
developmental state, disease, etc.) [2]. Even in our full-length cDNA sequencing project [1], sequencing
parts of cDNAs (including 5’ end sequence with complete 5’UTR) is the ﬁrst step to be executed,
and the transcript-oriented classiﬁcation of fragmental sequences as well as the gene-oriented one is
important to obtain a cDNA sequencing strategy.
The previous works on transcript-oriented classiﬁcation of the fragmental cDNA sequences derived
from a gene or associated with a gene index are represented by a work using a multiple-alignment
software [2] and a work using an assembling software which is tailored for assembling sequences to
create a genome sequence [4, 3]. We developed a DNA sequence assembly program which is tailored
for assembling fragmental cDNA sequences to create all contigs (sets of consistently aligned fragments)
each of which could correspond to a transcript.

2

Method and Results

Major steps of our DNA sequence assembly algorithm (called MakeAllContigs) are described as follows.
1. Computation of alignment between any pair of members of a given set of DNA sequences.
We used the popular and reliable pairwise alignment software, blastn (gapped alignment software for DNA sequences in WU-BLAST 2.0 package). We assume that the
directions of sequences are given appropriately (e.g., by clustering or homologue collection).
2. Selection of a nucleus sequence from the members which are not assigned to any contigs.
3. Construction of a new contig starting from the nucleus selected in Step 2.
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The following construction cycle is repeated until the current contig grows as large as
any more tried member of the given set cannot be incorporated in the current contig.
Construction cycle : Each member of the given set is tried to major contig members.
(Initially, the major contig member is the nucleus only.) The trial starts from the
most upstream major contig member. If inconsistency with any major contig member
is detected in the course of the trial, the tried sequence is rejected by the contig. If the
tried sequence is virtually included by any major contig member, the tried sequence
is incorporated as a subordinate of the major contig member. If the tried sequence
virtually includes one or more major contig members and the overall consistency is
found, the included major contig members become the subordinates of the tried sequence (a new major contig member in place of the former major contig members). If
overall consistency is found in other cases, the tried sequence is simply incorporated
as a major contig members.

4. If any member of the given set is not assigned to any contig, go to Steps 2. and 3. If all members
of the given set are assigned to any contig, the whole process for the initially given sequence set
are ﬁnished.
The contigs produced by MakeAllContigs sometimes overlap each other as sets of sequences because
all consistent sequences are incorporated in a contig. It is diﬀerent from the splitting strategy in the
previous assembling softwares. According to our algorithm, each contig is represented by major contig
members, each of which is longer and often more reliable than the subordinates. For example, a
contig including a full-length cDNA sequence has only one major contig member, that is, the fulllength one. We applied MakeAllContigs to some UniGene clusters (including clusters to which a
previous transcript-oriented classiﬁcation technique [2] was applied). As a result of the application,
it was conﬁrmed that the known alternative transcripts are assigned to diﬀerent contigs. In addition
to it, the predictability of a tissue-speciﬁcity of a transcript which is derived from a UniGene cluster
was conﬁrmed.
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